
Bring Your Outdoor Spaces 
to Life With Professional 
Lighting Design
Showcase the natural beauty of  
your home or property at night. 

Innovative Nightscapes — 
 Your Outdoor Lighting Specialists 

Innovative Nightscapes is a national award-winning outdoor lighting 
design/build firm based in Portland, OR. In business since 2007, we 

design and install custom outdoor lighting scenes for residential, 
commercial and public spaces.

We believe that a beautiful lighting scene is the perfect balance of 
position, effect, focus and functionality. To achieve that, Innovative 

Nightscapes President, Paul Welty and his staff, will work closely with 
you from the initial consultation and conception, to installation and care.

Welty is a certified outdoor lighting designer and an Association of 
Outdoor Lighting Professionals board member. With his extensive 

experience, he brings an eye for creativity, in-depth technical knowledge 
and a passion for the power and magic of light. 

Find out how Innovative Nightscapes can turn your outdoor spaces into 
stunning, livable places that you can use after the sun sets.

Please contact us today to schedule a complimentary consultation. 
503-892-8238   designs@innovativenightscapes.com
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Create Stunning Visual Scenes
A professional lighting design 
can make your outdoor 
spaces look even more 
impressive at night than they 
do during the day. Using a 
variety of lighting techniques, 
we create stunning visual 
scenes that highlight your 
outdoor artwork, landscaping 
and architectural features, 
while creating a safe and 
inviting destination. 

Professional outdoor lighting can turn 
public art or a memorial into a singular 
scene that takes your breath away. 
Pictured left, the Vietnam Era Veteran’s 
Memorial in Canby, OR.

 

Night-lighting will:
• Enhance safety by illuminating  paths and stairways.
• Extend your outdoor entertaining hours.
• Accent  special artwork, architecture and landscape 

features so they can be enjoyed day and night.
• Make your outdoor spaces beautiful and dramatic 

at night.

Extend Your  
View from the 
Inside Out
Innovative Nightscapes are 
meant to be enjoyed from 
inside your home, as well. 
An outdoor lighting design 
will create striking outdoor 
views that can be enjoyed 
from the comfort of your 
home or business, bringing 
beautiful new perspectives 
as the seasons change.  

The Association of Outdoor Lighting Professionals’ mission 
is to establish standards, educate industry professionals 
and increase awareness of the outdoor lighting industry.


